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RE Week Convocations Set For February 5-8
Daily Forums To Be Continued
By South Carolina Ministers

i

Dr. W. L. Hall Is Slated
As RE Principal Speaker

Lt. Colonel Page
Ends Instruction
Assignment Soon

By TIM TRIVELY
Dr. Warner L. Hall will be the principal speaker at the
Religious Emphasis Week, Feb. 5-8. A native Tennesseean,
he has studied extensively at home and abroad, having
attended Southwestern, Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary, the University of Edinburgh, (Scotland) the
University of Berlin, (Germany) the University of Chicago,
and Union Theological Seminary in New York.

Filling the position of editor of "THE TIGER" is Thomas E.
Hutchinson. Tom was previously the copy editor of the newspaper. He is from Rock Hill, S. C. and is majoring in Physics.
(Photo by Brogden Nickles.)

Second Semester "Tiger"
Editor Is Thomas Hutchinson
Thomas E. Hutchinson, physics senior from Rock Hill, has
been named editor of the TIGER for the second semester
of the 1956-57 school year by the Publications Committee
of the administration and faculty. Hutchinson had previously been unanimously recommended for the position
by the members of the present TIGER staff.
"Hutch'' is a member of Sigma
I Tau Epsilon, a member of the
iNumeral Society, and an associate member of Sigma Pi Sigma,
Qonorary physics fraternity. He
has been on the TIGER staff for
jne year, in the position of Copy
Editor.
Mr. C. T. Wise, of J. E. SirOther recent additions to the
rine
Company in Greenville,
Senior staff of the TIGER include Tom Bradley, senior in spoke Tuesday night to the
?re-med, and Carol Hughes, jun- Clemson chapter of American
Jior in physics, who writes the Society of Civil Engineers on
(column called "The Changing
"Problems of Water Treatment
IScene."
Charles Barron, sophomore in and Filtration." Also present at
Ichemical engineering, has joined the meeting was Mr! Joe Webb
Ithe staff to fill the position of of Spartanburg, who will speak
Icopy editor.
to the Society on February 12
about problems in design and
construction of water treatment
plants.
This was the last meeting of
ASCE in the current semester;
/
officers elected to serve for the
year of 1957 included R. M.
"We Saw It Happen" is an Bennett, re-elected, president; G.
Air Force film to be shown next W. McDaniel, vice-president; D.
Sunday at 3 p. m., in the Chem- D. Rennerf eldt, secretary-treaistry Auditorium of Clemson surer; and C. S. Spencer, pubCollege, as one of a series of licity.
weekly hour-long programs preSeveral members of the Clemsented by the Unitarian Fellowson
chapter will go to Columbia
ship of Clemson as a Communthis Friday, January 11, to atity service.
Beginning with the first tend the joint meeting of the
powered flight by the Wright South Carolina division of A. S.
brothers, the story continues with C. E. and the South Carolina Sothe development of air power, ciety of Professional Engineers.
including many "firsts" of the
1920's and 1930*s; the first flight
across the Atlantic; the first inStudents who have borrowternational • air mail flight from
ed
money, from the Student
Vancouver to Seattle; the first
commercial flight from coast to Loan Fund must repay these
coast; the first instrument flight loans by the end of the semesby Eddie Rickenbacker.
ter. Any delinquents after the
The story culminates in showing the development of the un- beginning of exams will be
believable speed of jets as de- turned over to Dean Walter
Cox.
veloped by a modern air arm.
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The

South Carolina's Oldest

ASCE Members
Hear C. T. Wise
At Last Meeting

Film Summary of
Air Development
Will Be Shown

NOTICE

He has held pastorates at Leland, Mississippi, and Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. Dr. Hall is presently
the pastor of Covenant Presbyterian Church of Charlotte, N. C.
Dr. Hall was also the principal
speaker for Religious Emphasis
Week in 1951 and will be remembered for his inspirational guidance and help. He has been a
personal friend of the Rev. Dr.
S. J. L. Crouch for more than
twenty years. Dr. Hall is to be
the principal speaker of both
faculty and student groups.
Religious Emphasis Week, this
year, will have the representation of five Protestant denominations and Catholic and Jewish
faiths. Eighteen forums have
been organized from the respective denominations and faiths.
Forum leaders will be represented in the following ratio.
The Methodist, Baptist, and
Presbyterian churches will provide three forum leaders each;
the Episcopal Church, two; and
the Lutheran church, one. The
Catholic and Jewish faiths will
provide one each and the Clemson College YMCA, four.
Reverend George R. Cannon
pastor of the Clemson Methodist
Church and chairman of the forum committee, has asked each
denomination to furnish the same
number of student conveners on
campus. Letters to forum lead-

solo in local clubs.
Franky has recently made her
first commercial recording, Heart
of Paris, on Vik records with the
Maltby Orchestra. Her charm,
poise, and beauty, coupled with
an exceptional singing voice have
added greatly to the prestige of
the band, and have caused many
people to acclaim her as a fastrising star.
Richard Maltby has been successful in just about every phase
of the music world: he worked
with ABC radio network for
many years as conductor - arranger; he wrote the music for
and conducted the Vaughn Monroe Color TV Show on NBC the
summer of 1955 and also appeared with his band on the Jackie
Gleason-Paul Whiteman's Greatest Bands Show on TV; for many
years he has made records for

Several Faculty
Members Attend
Annual Meetings

Block And Bridle Club Plans
Large Agricultural Exposition

Textile Students
Win Scholarships
From Two Firms

The Block and Bridle Club has announced plans for
"The Clemson Little International" to be held Saturday,
April 13th, 1957. The plans are being formed so as to insure the largest and most successful agricultural exposition ever to be held at Clemson.

Clemson College has announced
1956-57 recipients of textile
school scholarships from the
CIBA Company, Inc., New York
City, and Seydel-Woolley and
Company, Atlanta.
The $500 CIBA scholarship
goes to Donald Logue, a native
of Wilmington, Del., who lives in
Clemson, and is majoring in textile chemistry as a junior. He
is the son of Mr. and' Mrs. John
C. Logue, of Pendleton, both employed with J. P. Stevens and
Company.
Winner of the Seydel-Woolley
award, a $250 scholarship, is
Richard McClelland, a textile
engineering senior from Spartanburg.
The CIBA scholarship is given
annually to a junior in textile
chemistry; the Seydel-Woolley
scholarship to a junior or senior
in textile chemistry or textile
engineering.

The exposition will consist of
a full day of activities which will
include showmanship contests,
judging of livestock, the crowning of the Block and Bridle
Queen, and the annual awards
banquet to be held in the evening at the Clemson House.
The queen will present the
awards and trophies to the winner? of the events during the day.
The awards to be presented are
to be placed on display in the
Plant and Animal Science building in the near future.
The annual Agricultural Student Freshman Judging contest
will be held in conjunction with
the 4-H and FFA judging contest. The combined 4H and FFA

CDA Spotlights Dick
Maltby For Midwinter's
The Richard Maltby Orchestra, one of the youngest bigname bands in the country, will
be in Clemson February 22-23
to play for the annual Midwinter's Ball, it was announced this
week by the Central Dance Association. Since he organized his
traveling band in June of 1955,
Maltby has played at more than
a score of the major colleges and
universities in the north and
east, including the University of
Maryland, Cornell, Yale, The
University of Colorado, and the
University of Missouri.
Franky Crockett, featured vocalist with the Richard Maltby
Orchestra, was recently runnerup to the title of Miss Florida.
She started singing at the age
of 15 with her father's orchestra
at the Coloseum in St. Petersburg, and from there went on to

aspects of his Religion and to
clarify their role in society as it
pertains to their Religion,
rangements relating to speakers
and program were discussed at a
meeting Thursday Jan. 10. The
meeting was held in the cabinet
room of the YMCA. The meeting
consisted of all the participating committees heading this
ers and to the student conveners year's RE Week.
will be in the mail this weekend. The letters to the forum
leaders will be of an informative
nature. A general introduction
to Clemson's Religious Emphasis Week program is indicated in
Clemson was represented Dec.
the letters. The letters for the
student conveners will outline 27-30 at annual meetings Of natheir duties and encourage their tional organizations in New York
free publicity of Religious Em- City.
Dr. M. D. Farrar, dean of the
phasis Week.
Forums will as usual be con- school of agriculture, attended
ducted in the halls of the dormi- the Entomological Society of
tories. Different forum leaders America sessions' in the Hotel
and conveners will change re- New Yorker. He is a member
spectively on the halls during the of the board of directors, Cotton
program of RE Week. The min- States Branch.
Dr. W. A. King, professor of
isters to lead the forums were
selected by the student organiza- dairy, attended the American
tions of the represented churches. Association for the Advancement
The eighteen ministers come of Science in the Hotel Martinprimarily from South Carolina, que. Dr. King delivered a paper
but out-of-state clergymen are on "Variations in Chemical Comalso among the selected mem- position of Pasture Plants" and
bers. Conveners are students, participated in the annual busiwho have also been selected by ness meeting of the joint nathe student organization of their tional committee on grassland
church. The purpose of a con- farming. He is chairman.
Dean Farrar also attended the
vener is to present the student
Final preparations and ar- AA AS meeting.

RCA Victor and Sesac Radio
Transcriptions; and now, with a
band less than two years old,
has become known as one of the
best dancing orchestras in the
country.
Dick's band is a large one ac
cording to present day stand
ards: there are four trumpets,
three trombones, five reeds, four
rhythm (piano, bass, guitar, and
drums), a vocalist, and Dick
himself, who plays cornet.
The Richard Maltby Orchestra
is especially known for its dance
able music; their recording of
St. Louis Blues Mambo took sec
ond place in the Downbeat 1954
Deejay Poll for "Best Instrumental Record of the Year." In short
as the New Yorker says, "Richard Maltby's Orchestra rolls out
a steady, reliable brand of music
to which anyone can dance."

contest is expected to draw contestants from various high schools
from all over the state. The majority of the high school students will be visiting Clemson
for the first time and the Block
and Bridle Club has stated that
it will do everything possible
to insure an enjoyable stay for
these deputations.
All interested persons, regardless of majors, may participate
in the livestock showmanship
contest. They are requested to
contact Rufus C. Sheard or any
Block and Bridle Club member
so that plans may be completed
for the exposition on April the
13th.

Lt. Col. Norwood R. Page, associate professor of agronomy
and associate agronomist at
Clemson College, completes a
two-year assignment this month
as air force administration instructor of the 998th Air Reserve
Squadron here.
The course was part of the
Air Force's specialized training
program for reservists. A class
of 20, composed of reserve officers from Clemson's Flight A
membership and the Andersonbased squadron, will graduate.
Lt. Col. Page, a 1939 Clemson
graduate in chemistry and arts
and sciences, received his commission upon graduation with
honors. He earned his M. S.
degree at North Carolina State in
1941 and served as assistant
chemist in the fertilizer and inspection analysis department.
From 1941 to 1944, he was a
chemical officer in the Air Force
Proving Ground Command.
Overseas, as a captain, he was
charged with the training of key
personnel in chemical warfare in
the Far Eastern Air Force. Lt.
Col. Page was promoted to major
in 1946 and to his present rank
in 1955. He has been a member of the local reserve unit since
its organization in 1951, serving
as unit training officer and exe>
cutive officer.
The Clemson instructor mar
ried the former Miss Evelyn
Warner of Greenwood in 1949.
They have four children, Russell,
6; Mary, 4; Forrest, 2; and
Peter, 2 months.
Future plans for the specialized training program of the
998th squadron are in the formative stage.

Organ (onecrl To
Be Presented By
Anderson Musician
Mr. Henry von Hasseln, at
complished musician, will present a concert of organ music
Sunday, January 13, at 4:00
o'clock, at the Clemson Methodist Church. "His varied repertoire will appeal to both the
casual listener and the serious
musician," says Miss Mary L.
McCracken, publicity chairman
of the Clemson Music Club
which is sponsoring the recital.
Mr. von Hasseln, Organist of
St. John's Methodist Church in
Anderson, Dean of Men and
Chairman of the Faculty of An
derson College has studied at
Julliard's School of Music, New
York City, and with Mr. Virgil
Fox, Organist of Riverside
Church, New York, N. Y.

G. B. Manning was recently chosen as editor of "Slipstick" for
the coming semester. Gerald is an Electrical Engineering major
and reside- in Abbeville, S. C. (Photo by Brogden Nickles.)

"Sliptick" Officers Selected;
Manning To Be New Editor
Gerald B. Manning was recently elected Editor-in-Chief
of the SLIPSTICK, the technical magazine published by
the students of the school of engineering. He replaces Jim
Brunson, who was editor for the first semester this year.

Arnold Air Society
Initiates Members
At Recent Meeting
At a recent meeting the William Beaven Squadron of the
Arnold Air Society at Clemson
College initiated eight new members.
The new members are: Samuel
J. Boles, a mechanical engineering student from Lexington;
John P. Beason, a dairy major
from Columbia; Joseph B.
Blandford, a ceramic engineering
major from Greenville; John D.
Braid, a mechanical engineering
major from Charleston; Laurence
N. Connoro, a mechanical engineering major from Barnwell;
Henry F. Cooper, a mechanical
engineering major from Augusta,
Ga.; James A. Galloway, an electrical engineering major from
Georgetown; and Claud J. Reece,
an electrical engineering major
from Waynesville, N. C.
All of the new members are
juniors except Mr. Boles, who is
a senior.

Manning is majoring in electrical engineering and is a member of the AIEE, IRE and Phi
Eta Sigma. He is from Abbeville and is a member of tha
junior class. He has been a
member of the SLIPSTICK Editorial Staff for two years and
served as Managing Editor for
this semester.
Replacing Manning as Managing Editor will be Howard Lea
Clark also an electrical engineer,
from Dillon, S. C.
Another recent addition to tha
staff is Ray Griffin, an architecture major who is now the designer for the SLIPSTICK.
Serving as Business Manager
for second semester, Carol
Hughes of Greenville, S. C, will
resume the duties which he so
ably performed during first
semester. Carol is an Industrial
Physics major who include*
among his extra curricular activities: Tiger Staff, Phi Eta
Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon, and
the YMCA Cabinet.
Other members of the staff include: Joe Blandford, Advertising
Manager; Frank Moore, Exchange Editor; Richard Torbik,
Circulation Manager; Louie La
Marche, Layout; and Tony Heaton, Associate Business Manager.

Revised Registration
Procedure Announced
All continuing students are asked to please note that the registration procedure for the second semester will be slightly different
than the past several years.
Each student must have a receipted Fee Card to exchange
for his registration material in the College Chapel at the
appointed registration hour. For students making payments
prior to the opening of the second semester, receipted Fee
Cards will be available at a time and place to be designated
by the Bursar. Students making payments on January SI
or later will be issued receipted Fee Cards by the Bursar at
the time payment is made.
In accord with' the registration procedure adopted by the college
the following appointment times are announced for the second
semester.

• JW^WSSS? Wf*fWlf W$&@8k

One half of the appointments beginning at 8 a.m. and up to and
including 10 a.m. have been given to students classified as senior!
for the first semester plus any others who are in line for and who
have applied for graduation in June or August 1957.
THURSDAY—January 31, 1957
HOUR

SENIORS

OTHERS

8:00

M, Mc, B, Y

M, Mc

8:30

A, W, X, U, P, T, E

B

9:00

S, I, N, Q, L, R

Y, A, W

9:30

C, D, F, K, Z

X, U, P, T

10:00

O, H, J, V, G

10:30
11:00
1:00

C

1:30

As a pregame highlight at the Orange Bowl
game, Miss Majorette of the U.S., Sangy Wirth,
is escorted by the Navy color guard onto the

field. Miss Wirth is a student at the University
of Miami. (Photo by Brogden Nickles.)

E, S
I, N, Q, L
R

2:00

D, F, K
Z, O, H

2:30

J, V, G

REGISTRATION HOURS, Thursday, January 31
8:00 a.m. — 12 noon
1:00 p.m. — 5:30 p.m.

*
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The Inevitable — Here and Everywhere ....

Tiger Policy
There is a plaque above the door of the editor's office

EXAMS AGAIN!

which states that there are certain rights of the people
of this country which must not be infringed upon by any
person or group. Among these rights are those of freedom of religion, speech, and the press. This is the principle which must be borne in mind in the coming
semester. The policy of this paper is such that the facts
which come to the attention of the paper will be presented in a manner which will be as unbiased as possible.
This college, "The Tiger", and the world as a whole
are in a state of radical change. It is, therefore, in keeping with this trend that "the leading college newspaper
of the south" shall not adhere to a middle-of-the-roadpolicy. A policy which was not the result of an agreement of the staff to perpetuate tranquillity, but the re.
suit of tradition and certain outside censorious influences.
Many of these traditions of the college passed with
the cadet corps. These traditions were of the highest
and finest sort, produced by many years of selective
qualification. It must also be surmised that these traditions are not adapted to the present system. As a result of this change, this paper finds itself in the unique
and highly enviable position of drafting a new and concise set of precedences.
In references to the outside influences—the maturing
influence of these groups are not to be underestimated
but their absolute authority can not be tolerated. Censorship in any form beyond the description of the staff
must be thwarted before it gains a place in our present
system.
It has been the driving force of the students of all
nations to search for that which is higher and better,
and in that search to find that which is true. The truth
cannot be curbed or altered. It is truth because it has
not been limited or changed. For this reason "The Tiger"
cannot and must not be censored by any individual or
group if it is to remain the voice of the students of this
college.—T.E.H.

On Campus WaxShnkan
with

(Author of 'Barefoot Boy With Chick* «te.)

EAT, DRINK, AND BE MARRIED
On a recent tour of seven million American colleges,
I was struck by two outstanding facts: first, the great
number of students who smoke Philip Morris; and second,
the great number of .students who are married.
The first phenomenon - the vast multitude of Philip
Morris smokers — comes as no surprise, for what could
be more intelligent than to smoke Philip Morris? After
all, pleasure is what you smoke for, and pleasure is what
Philip Morris delivers. Try one. Light up and see for
yourself
Or, if you like, don't light up. Just take.
a Philip Morris, unlighted, and puff a couple of times.
Get that wonderful flavor? You bet you do! Even without lighting you can taste Philip Morris's fine natural
tobacco. Also, you can make your package of Philip
Morris last practically forever.
No, I say, it was not the great number of Philip
Morris smokers that astounded me; it was the great
number of married students. Latest statistics show that
at some coeducational colleges, the proportion of married
undergraduates runs as high as twenty per cent! And,
what is even more startling, fully one-quarter of these
marriages have been blessed with issue!
Now, to the young campus couple who are parents
for the first time, the baby is likely to be a source of considerable worry. Therefore, let me devote today's column
to a few helpful hints on the care of babies.
First of all, we will take up the matter of diet. In
the past, babies were raised largely on table scraps. This,
however, was outlawed by the Smoot-Hawley Act, and
today babies are fed a scientific formula consisting of
dextrose, maltose, distilled water, evaporated milk, and
a twist of lemon peel.
After eating, the baby tends to grow sleepy. A lullaby
is very useful to help it fall asleep. In case you don't
know any lullabies, make one up. For example:
Go to sleep, my little infant,
Goo-goo moo-moo poo-yoo binfant.
A baby sleeps best on its stomach, so place it that way
in its crib. Then to make sure it will not turn itself over
during the night, lay a soft but fairly heavy object on its
back —another baby, for instance.

^.j^^^/^^^^^^^#>^.
So, as you see, raising a baby is no great problem.
All you need is a little patience and a lot of love. Also
diapers, rompers, soakers, crib, mattress, sheets, bumpers,
blankets, high chair, diapers, talcum, baby oil, fish liver
oil, paregoric, diapers, safety pins, cotton, cotton covered
toothpicks, bottles, diapers, nipples, diapers, bottle
brushes, booties, diapers, nighties, wrappers, diapers,
rattles, teething rings, pacifiers, diapers, and unlimited
IUnaS.
©Max Shulman, 195»
When Baby is fast asleep — the little angel! — why not relax
end give yourself a treat? With Philip Morris, of corrisl
Made in long sixe and regular by the sponsors of this column.

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Tigers Show True Tradition In Second Half;
Band's Absence At Basketball Games Noticed
CONGRATULATION TO TIGERS
Congratulations are in order to Coach
Howard and his boys after the fine game
they turned in down in Miami. You had
us worried the first half, but you came
back in the true Clemson tradition.
DAY OF RECKONING NEAR
For any of you who may he a hit
slow in recovering from the Christmas
and New Year's parties, you'd hetter
come around in a hurry. One week from
tomorrow you get your chance to prove
to the professors that you do know
something after all.
ANYONE NEED A HEARSE?
Gus Moore, local office boy, has advised
us that he could be persuaded to part
with his now infamous hearse. According
to Gus, it is in top condition. Four wheels,
all-glass windows, and a motor?? Seriously though, he is looking for a prospective
buyer, and he is asking the unbelievably
low price of $200.
WHAT HAPPENED TO BAND?
Several weeks ago we were very
pleasantly surprised by an appearance of
of the band at a basketball game. Recently,
however, the band has been conspicuous
by its absence. Wha hoppen? It certainly

would be nice to see them out again.
DANCE DATES CHANGED
In case any of you haven't heard, the
dates of the Mid-Winters Dances have
been changed from the 15 and 16 of
February, to the 22 and 23. Better inform that date, or have you asked her
yet? If you haven't, get on the stick. It's
going to he a blast. We're having a top
flight hand (we're not at liberty to disclose the name as yet) whose qualities
will be featured in the February 7 issue
of THE TIGER. Plan now to come.
You'll regret it if you don't.
ODMHD DORMANT
The ODMHD (Office of Dig More Holes
Daily) and their subsidary, OPMYPD (Office of Plant More Yellow Posts Daily),
has, during the past semester, apparently
become dormant. The reason for this
sudden lapse in activity is not immediately known. Several theories have been advanced. The several reasons include: lack
of posts due to steel strike, shortage of
virgin real estate, and union difficulties.
Regardless of the reason, it is certainly
disheartening to see such a promising organization fold before it has a chance to
rise to its full potential.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Class Cuts, Grade Point Ratio
System Could Be Revised
By JOHN ROGERS
change the present system has been disADMINISTRATION—PROBLEMS
cussed by the faculty senate and is perThe problems of school administration
haps
still hanging fire. The specific conare numerous and quite complicated.
tents
of this measure are unknown to this
Among these problems affecting the stuwriter,
but the following reflections and
dents most is the problem of grading which
suggestions
gleaned from general campus
is essentially a problem of recording a
opinion
seem
valid.
student's achievements in the area of
The
problem
of class cuts is complicated
scholastic progress.
by conflicting opinions among the profesIn one of the other columns appearing
sors as well as certain rules of the Southern
in today's paper, the problem of grade
Association of Colleges and Universities.
point ratios is discussed at great length.
Some professors approve of unlimited
Another suggestion on this device is one
cuts, others bitterly disapprove of any
that stems from the assumption that rec"free" cuts at all.
ords are primarily important to student's
The students' opinion is generally this,
prospective employers. The student's perthat
it is his business, he is paying for the
sonal gain can never be gauged by G.P.R.
education and professors are actually
since personal gain is a human quality not
working for him. He is a maturing inentirely capable of being reduced to medividual and capable of working out a
chanical figures.
scale of values broad enough to include the
GRADE POINT SUGGESTION
importance of class attendance or absence
The prospective employer is probably
as the case may be.
most interested in the student's accomEQUITABLE ARRANGEMENT
plishment in his major field if that is
Perhaps an equitable arrangement
the field in which he seeks employment.
would be this: Unlimited cuts for at
This is not, of course, to minimize the
least the upper classes, the professors
importance of allied fields and general
having the power to tell a student at
education, the importance of the well
any time that further cutting will serirounded individual. If this is true, it
ously endanger his grades and the power
seems logical that a students grade point
to kick the student out of his class for
ratio be broken down into the ratio of
excessive cutting. The student then
grades to credits in his major field of
should have the right to appeal this
study and the ratio in the other courses
through perhaps the dean of the departhe completes during his college career.
ment or the Dean of Students. There
In any case a system of this sort will
also would have to be the necessary regive a truer and more complete picture
strictions on the last days before holithan does the present overall cumulative
days to satisfy the Southern Association
ratio figure.
rules.
CLASS CUTS
This sort of system should give the
student sufficient freedom to exercise his
Another of these problems dear to the
perogative to work out his own scale of
students' hearts is the matter of class cuts
values and leave the professor in his posiwhich has been alluded to in this column
tion as guardian of our welfare.
previously. Only recently a measure to

THE CHANGING SCENE

Present Grade Point Ratio System
Seems Unfair In Certain Respects
By CAROL HUGHES
One of the more recent issues on the
campus which has been growing in intensity is the question of Grade Point
Ratios. Many people in the past have
expressed their opinions on our present
system of grading and, feel that in many
ways it is unfair. The fallacy which we
feel exists in the present system of
grading may best be represented by the
following example. On entering College
a student may apply himself and make
above average grades in all of his subjects
with the exception of Chemistry which he
fails. Under the system which is now
employed here at Clemson the student
will be required to take the course over
and the failure will be added in with the
passing grade to give the cumlative G.P.R.
This brings to mind the possibility of one
course being an impediment in a College
career and a hinderance in securing a job
after the student graduates.
A plan which many students feel would
be more efficient and alleviate some of
the undesirable features now confronting
them would be to initiate the following
plan: In courses numbered one-hundred,
a failure would be dropped from the permanent record and replaced by the passing grade made when the student repeats
the course. In courses numbered above
One hundred, the failure should be retained on the permanent record but not averaged into the G.P.R.
This system is designed to give the
freshman a fair chance to develop his
study habits without penalizing him severely before he has a chance to prove
himself. For the benefit of those who
maintain that a person should have al-

and TOM BRADLEY
ready developed study habits, we would
call your attention to the veterans. Some
of them have not been in a school for
several years, and making radical adjustments to their new life may prove to require quite a bit of time. However in tht
case of the upperclassmen the retention
of a failure on the permanent record would
almost be a necessity. In backing this
statement we would like to point out that
a student could make an F on a course
and repeat it for an A. If the F was not
retained on the permanant record, a student making a B the first time around
would appear to be inferior to the former
student.
Another feature of the present system
which is not desirable is the WP and WF
ratings. These were put in, it seems, to
prevent a student from withdrawing to
avoid making an F. In this light the WF
rating has served a needed purpose. The
WP rating, however has, in many cases
proved to be an undeserved penalty. This
is particularly true of some drawing students who may have high averages but
due to the misfortune of a broken arm or
hand late in the semester, are unable to
complete the course.
This plan should not be considered an
easy way out for freshmen. It should be
pointed out that the current trend in industry is not to rely entirely on college
records and graduate record. They are
coming to rely more and more on their
own tests on knowledge, aptitude and personality.
We would like to hear more on this
problem in the near future, and hope that
some improvements will be made.

A Word To The Wise
By Dicky Ballenger, Student Chaplain
G. K. Chesterton once said, "I do not fearsome. The communist are out to change
the world. They do this by capturing men's
believe in a fate that fall on men however
souls. Lenin said a communist is a dead
they act; but I do believe in a fate that
man
on furlough. This is what a Chrisfall on them unless they act." In the
tian should be. Moslems also are trying to
Bible we find, "Be ye doers of the Word
win the world. Budhaism is awakening
and not hearers only." The time has come
once more and recently in India there
when Christians should start being Christwere 300,000 conversions to Budha.
like. A Hindu once said, "I would be a
All the people of the world are today
Christian if I could see one." Now what
grasping for something worthwhile —
could he mean by that? All he would
something to believe in and to worship.
have to do is to come to Clemson. Here he
Every non-Christian faith existing today
could hear Christians talking in the halls
is bending to these people, offering them
and in the rooms. He could see Christian
something in which to have faith and alactions—the Church attending, the doing
legiance. The communist offer of equality
of the Word. Who are we fooling? He
in a class of society is particularly pleaswouldn't be impressed here or anywhere
ing to the ears of a hungry and needy peoelse with Christian America. Neither is
ple. Where is Christianity? True ChrisGod impressed. Too many "Christians"
tians are concerned and doing their part
have lost their identity.
in making the United States a Christian
Some missionaries tell the story of their
Nation. Too many, however, only bear
encounter with a Chinese Communist Capthe label and not the cross. With deep
tain who had studied for many years in
concern for the state of the world, we who
the United States. When the communist
profess to be Christians had better start
army was over-running China, the captain
living the part. The communist now concaptured the missionaries. They immedtrol more people in its short span of exiately asked him why, after studying in
istence than do Christians in 1900 years
the United States, was he a communist. He
of existence. Doctor Walter Judd, U.S.
replied, " You Christians make me sick.
Senator, said, "We've got to be better
You preach one thing and live another."
Christians than we've been or no ChrisThe missionaries then questioned him
tian at all."
about his concern for his life. About a mile
Let us not forget that whatever stand
South was the Nationalist stronghold. They
we take, whether with Christ completely
asked him if he realized that he and all
or not, Christ will be victorious. You may
his men would probably be killed when
not be. Everything in history will be
they met and fought against such odds.
brought over into God's final triumph.
The Captain answered sternly, "I will
Evil can win the first day—
gladly die if communism can be advanced"
Evil can win the second day—
one mile." This is a true story, and the
But never the third day.
truth in principal is far deeper and more
God has the final Victory!

MtMmm
By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE IV
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To Eddie Sea. You know son,
your paradise can't last forever,
so here's some advice: You can
fool a few people some of the
time, but you can't fool everybody all the time. You'll have
to make a choice between Cilia
and Scotty sooner or later. Brace
up son, and make your choice
now, they'll both respect you for
it.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUND*

There is one poor soul on our
campus who has the outstanding
ability to foul up in every thing
he does. We're sorry to hear a
flyboy made off with your girl,
son. It might be that personality
of yours, I hear it even shows
up in photos. And now let's all
pay tribute to the lad, one Bill
Crosson. We know it's hard for
you boy, so cheer up, you may
die soon after all.

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To the Geech: If it were not
for your red socks, belt and
sweater I would bet money on
you and the baby whale being
brothers. If the Whale would
only get a nightshirt with a red
C on it the Clemson House might
hire you two to stooge for an advertising stunt.

his finals at Converse . . . might
as well "Rocky" . . . you don't
have much of a chance around
here.
—CMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

A picture of ambition these
days is Campbell, Morrison and
West headed for Georgia with
snow on the brain . . . wise up
gents . . . you couldn't make out
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
In all my life I have never ex- in one of "those places" with a
perienced anything quite as sim- mitt full of fives.
ple as you, Lindsay. Tell me, oh —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
Catch Charles (Lover) Richey
bale of ignorance, what can you
do besides look like a jellyfish in his favorite pastime of "Pin
Pin, Who's Got the Pin."
all day?
-SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To John "Gornell Wild" Higby:
Too bad your hair makes out
better than you do, my boy—Just
keep your brush handy, your
candelabra in hand and, oh yes,
never sit near another girl who
doesn't know what she's doing.
These things along with Gus to
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
To Louis Jordan: Seems as tell you what to say next, you'll
though your touch is gone sonny never go wrong again.
boy, I wouldn't worry though, it —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
I hear that Ben (the Rowdy
probably just went to sleep on
Pugilist) '" nlanning to take

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

Several of you "gentlemen"
certainly display Cro - Magnon
tendencies at the dinner table . ..
eat the food in your own grubby
manner but Derrick will you
please save the glasses for someone else to use?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

Music and flowers to Frank
Martin . . . cheer up, even the
best cowboys get shot out now
and then.

i
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Never Too Old
(Editor's note: reprinted from "This Week, The Charlotte
Observer".)
The most creative man I know is 91 years old. He is Bernard
Berenson, the world-famous art historian and humanist, who
willed to Harvard University his fabulous paintings and his incomparable library in Florence.
The secret of his achievement—and his happiness—is that he
has "no time to spare".
When I saw "B. B." last, he was still unquenchably young in
heart, a supreme master of the greatest art of all—the art of
> living. This is the art of getting sixty minutes from the hour,
24 hours from the day. Never willing merely to add years to his
life, he always insists on adding life to his years. He does it by
being everlastingly interested in the world about him.
Each minute of his time is dedicated, disciplined, undistracted.
In his ninth decade his agenda of unfinished business is more
inspiring than ever. At the moment he is working on five books,
completing a vast and comprehensive catalogue of the Renaissance
—and still enjoying the master-fulfillment of getting things done.
In his classically beautiful villa, "I Tatti", amidst the oliveerowned, cypress-guarded hills of Tuscany, surrounded by the
■ Giottes and Tintorettos which he has himself discovered and
authenticated, he still rules over the Mediterranean realms of
scholarship in the visual arts. But not content to be the most
famous art critic in the world, he has also a passion to touch life at
I all points. Rejecting narrow specialization, he has taken all the
| humanities as his province. That is why he has no time to spare.

etters To Tom
■ear Tom:
1 Clemson is is in it's period of
tpansion. Every year the stuknt body increases. During this
triod we have built new dorttories, new classrooms, relodeled some of the older build|gs, but nothing has been done
enlarge the student section in
le stadium.
I Last year, many students could
pt get a seat in the student
ction. Those who did were so
ose together that they could

hardly breathe.
Next year we expect more
students. Where are we going
to put them at the football
games?
Something should be
done to enlarge the student section so more students would be
permitted to sit in it.
True we are going to build a
new stadium. All we need now
is for one wire fence to be moved
over one section. This will help
a great deal.
H. S. Erwin '57

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

rag«s

Aero Club Has Accomplished
Much During Twelve Years

Eligible Students
May Apply For
Aid In February

By TOM ANDERSON
There are 28 "high minded" students at Clemson today.
These people comprise the Clemson Aero Club which was
incorporated and chartered by a "high minded" group of
veterans in 1944.

Starting in February eligible
students
currently
attending
Clemson may apply for any type
of financial aid available for the
coming school year. Only one
application is usually required
to be considered for availble
scholarship, student employment
as dormitory counselors, or dining
hall waiters and other specific
forms of assistance. Prospective
students may secure futher information and application forms
from the Director of Student
Aid.
The Office of Student Aid is
responsible for coordinating all
types of financial assistance administered by the College, except honors and awards which
are presented for special achievement and athletic scholarship.
The financial aids at Clemson
consist of Scholarships, student
loans, and part-time employment. Students' wives interested in employment by Clemson
College are encouraged to contact the Personel Director.
Action on requests for financial aid will be based primarily
on scholastic and activity record,
eligibility to attend Clemson, financial resources, and date application is received.

These individualists may be
found any Saturday or Sunday
morning at the Clemson Airport's clay strip warming up the
Aeronaca's motor.
The plane
just mentioned is an Aeronca
L-3, owned and operated by the
Club for its members. This
plane is maintained, according
to Lynwood Barnes, club president, to provide low-cost flying
for the students. The club
charges for gas and oil only,
about $3.70 per hour, against the
air port fees of approximately
$10.
At one time, during the club's
post-war hey-day, five Clemson
planes dotted the airport. Students, primarily a group from
Sumter, built the club's first
plane in 1917 which is now on
display in the Industrial Engineering Building.
A current move is afoot, with
the cooperation of the college,
to relocate the field which is
now on the Central highway to a
larger strip which would facilitate business use as well as use
by the students.
The club has obtained the services of Mr. Grady Dalton of
Greenwood. Mr. Dalton gives
flight instruction to the would

Smile

be pilots of the club on the weekends.
Three of the club flyers, including two faculty members,
are licensed pilots. Joe Parks,
an extension service specialist,
and Aero Club faculty advisor,
and Barnes, have private licenses. Joe Rostron, a civil engineering professor, has a commercial license.
Seven of the club members,
including secretary - treasurer
Jeff Reece, of Waynesville, N. C,
own student licenses. They can
fly solo, but are not permitted to
carry passengers. These are Lovic Thomas, Spartanburg; Pete
Norris, Greenville; Tom Reesor,
Conway; John Rogers, Mullins;
Reuel Walker, a veteran from
Newport News, Va., and Jim
Leslie of Clemson.
Other members are Phillip
Higdon, Charleston; Sammy
Owens, Greenville; W. Lowell
Hayes, Latta; John Lenning,
Greenville; Arthur Klinger, Liberty; John Buckley, Clemson;
Don Clark, Hartsville; Sam Duvall, Greenville; Robert Frazen,
Joanna; Dan Chapman, Anniston, Ala.; L. B. Herring, Clemson; Bob Kimble, Charleston and
Floyd Lawrence, Clemson.

Twelve Members Of University
Women Group Honored At Tea

By Harriette Cloaninger
The other day when I was
ambling through a drug store, I
happened to see one of those ofTo honor twelve new members of the Clemson branch
fice signs, which is to an office
as sand is to the beach or yellow of the American Association of University Women, an
poles are to Clemson, on the wall orientation tea was given recently at the home of Mrs.
with the motto: "Smile, and the John T. Bregger on College Avenue. Special guests were
rest of the world smiles with you; also past presidents of the branch, who, in addition to Mrs.
frown, and you frown alone."
Bregger, are Mrs. H. H. Foster, Mrs. R. W. McCullough
"Now that is a new twist to and Mrs. Dan Thomson.
the ubiquitous 'Think,' 'Quiet,
The membership committee Hugh H. Macaulay, Jr., Miss
please,' 'Winners Never Quit,' consists of Mrs. John E. Miller, Myra Musser, Mrs. J. B. Ryals
etc, which are the usual adorn- chairman, who was co-hostess; (Pickens), Miss Elaine Schaaf,
Mrs. J. Murphy Cook, Mrs. Marments for bare office walls," I
Mrs. John Paul Uldrich.
ion Kinard and Mrs. William
thought, "but just about as use- Speer. Mrs. Speer poured, asMembers of the local branch
less. This one is so rash and sisted by Mrs. Mary Lee Mc- represent 38 colleges and univer
self-assured. The author must Cracken. Miss Elizabeth Bigby, sities. The Association, founded
be stretching the truth a bit. I president, presided.
in 1882, recognizes 374 institu
Mrs. LJoyd Tull, vice presi- tions in this country, and invites
don't really see how it would be
successful." Then, I wished I dent, spoke on the past achieveall women who hold approved
hadn't made that last remark, ments of the branch, now numbecause my innate, much ridi- bering 52. In its 10-year history, degrees from these institutions
culed woman's curiosity very Mrs. Tull pointed out, the group to join. AAUW is also a mem
sweetly asked how one could be has backed local and state is- ber of the International Federasues of significance; specifically
so sure until it had been tried.
tion of University Women, which
"All right," I scowled, "I'll the branch has encouraged the unites Associations in 48 counpurchase of children's books for
show you."
the college library, and was di- tries.
Selecting the clerk who looked
rectly responsible for initiating
All women in the Clemson
the grouchiest, I smilingly made
the Great Books Study Program area interested in becoming
my way across the store, and
and the Clemson Adult Educamembers should call Mrs. Miller,
asked her to show me a box of
tion Center, sponsored by Clemstationery. Well, she came back
son College, and having enrolled 5180, Clemson.
I with a box of atrocious green pa
in its 3-year history over 3,000
per. Determined to be kind, I,
An American architect sat sipthrough my teeth, suggested adults from the area.
On
a
national
and
internaping
a drink with a Soviet delewhite paper. By this time, the
change in her countenance was tional level the group has strong- gate at the U. N. bar.
apparent. It was miraculous! As ly supported the scholarship pro"You must give credit to my
she graciously presented box af- gram of AAUW, which aids gift- profession," he quipped. "Even
ed
women
scholars
through
ter box of stationery, her new
before Adam and Eve there had
graduate fellowships, 30-40 each
glow infected me.
to be an architect to bring some
year, and brings approximately
On the way home, I tried this
order out of chaos."
35 women each year from other
interesting experiment on the
"Aha," chortled the Soviet delcountries to study. This year the
parking lot attendant, the ruflocal group has already raised egate. "Who do you think
fled motorist who nearly bumpcreated the chaos?"
ed me at the stop light, and my over $4 per member for the national project.
family.
Committee chairmen also outThe ressults were amazing.
/33f£
lined their respective fields, all
First of all, cheerfulness boosts
of which contribute to the
the morale of your contacts. AlAAUW program, educational in
so, it is really impossible to be
mean and smile sincerely at the the widest sense, and on a level
to make use of college training.
same time.
Committees, which enroll every
"Smile until 10:00 A. M., and member, are as follows: educathe rest of the day will take care tion, Mrs. Robert Lambert; soof itself."
cial studies, Miss Cornelia Gra-

British Summer
Study Open To
U. S. Students
Summer study at British universities is open to American
students in 1957 according to an
announcement made today by
Kenneth Holland, President of
the Institute of International Education, 1 East, 67th Street, New
York City.
Six-week courses will be offered at Oxford, at Stratford-onAvon, and at the capital cities of
London and Edinburgh.
A limited number of scholarships will be available to American students. Two full scholarships are reserved for graduate
students. Award and admission
application forms may be secured from the Institute of International Education in New
York City or from its regional
offices in Chicago, Denver,
Houston, San Francisco and
Washington.
Closing date for scholarship
applications is March 1, 1957, for
regular applications, March 30,
1957.
The greatest surgeon in town
was performing a difficult operation before a gallery of fascinated internes.
At the most
crucial moment, another surgeon
tapped the doctor on the shoulder and asked, "May I cut in?"

Rev. Cole Will Conduct
Holy Communion Service
The Rt. Rev. C. Alfred Cole, DD, Bishop of the Episcopal
Diocese of Upper South Carolina, will make his annual
visitation to Holy Trinity Church here at Clemson on Sunday, February 10 at the end of Religious Emphasis WeekBishop Cole will be remembered by many as the Commencement Preacher last June.
Bishop Cole will celebrate the
Holy Communion Service at 8:00
so visit the Holy Trinity Sunday
and will speak at the Men's
breakfast following. He will also visit the Holp Trinity Sunday
School at 10:00 a. m.
At the regular 11:00 a. m. Service at Holy Trinity, Bishop Cole
will preach and the public is invited to this service. Also at this
service, Bishop Cole will confirm a class of young people, students, and adults in the ancient
Apostolic rite of the Laying on

of

Hands.
Preparation classes for Confirmation will begin this week;
young people's class on Thursday afternoons at 2:45 p. m. and
classes for students and adults
each Sunday evening at 8:00 at
the Rectory. Anyone in the community may attend these classes
that is interested in the Episcopal Church. Attendance at the
classes does not preclude confirmation.
The classes will be conducted
by the Rector of Holy Trinity,
the Rev. Robert L Oliveros.

SHOP AND SAVE or

Clemson Furniture Company
We Buy and Sell New and Used Furniture
Phone 6062
We Give S&H Green Stamps
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

MM!

A farmer's son came home
from Massachusetts Tech and
said his class was trying to fine
a universal solvent.
"What's
that?" asked the farmer. "It's a
liquid tht will dissolve everything," explained the son. "Great
idea," nodded the farmer. "But
when you find it, what you
gonna keep it in?''

ham; fellowship program, Mrs.
H. H. Willis; legislative program,
Mrs. Bregger; status of women,
Mrs. Kinard; arts, Mrs. Edward
Rice.
New members are as follows:
Mrs. Richard Bennett, Mrs. C. E.
Brown, Mrs. Ralph Collins, Miss
Sara Alice Cook, Mrs. Gilford
Frazee, Mrs. Newton G. Hardie
(Walhalla), Mrs. Lambert, Mrs.
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Frank R. Hoffman, £_?. in Liberal Arts, Hampden-Sydney College, 'S3

Meet an Assistant Manager-Hampden-Sydney, '53

Silft

Frank Hoffman is Assistant Manager
of the telephone office at Newport News,
Va. Frank's office has about 25,000 accounts, and handles $360,000 worth of
business a month.
He joined the telephone company in
1953, only three years ago.

7 i fT_-n_n I

The Southerner
REBEL ROOM

Private Party Menu
Family Stylt
Fried Chicken
Fried Ham
Brunswick Stew
Chicken Pie

S

Green Beans
Macaroni & Cheese
Vepetable Slaw
Coffee

Cobbler Pie
Apple, Peach, or Cherry
TELEPHONE GR. 3-7034
4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

Nebody Gave A Hoot For J. Paul Sheedy* Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

"My wife worked there first," says
Frank, "while I was still in college. What
she told me, along with what I learned
from friends in the business, pretty well
sold me on the telephone company as a
place to find a career. And the interview
clinched it The job opportunities were
too good to refuse.

SPARKLING

"I began in the Commercial Department, which takes care of business contacts with customers. The training was

"WIs. •v-r-be-r avoid me to ?" h-owled J. PauL "Because you're such a
ruffled old bird", replied his best buddy. Well that really opened S_eedy"i
eyes. He took * tixi-dermist down to the store ud pecked
up aa bottle
bottle
eked up
of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he's the picture of
confidence because he knows his hair always looks its
best from morning till night. So if people have been
hooting at your messy hair, screech for a bottle or
rube of Wildroot Cream-Oil. It's guaranteed to keep
your hair neat but n*t greasy. And all the gals will go
out of their way to beak to you.
*»fl3l St. Hsrris HilllU, Williamsvtlli, S. Y.

Wildroot Cream-Oil
gives you confidence

<.»t*--«"-_
^5l2__^_xr

i
i
i

_._.

continuous and excellent. One of the most
rewarding jobs I had was working on
revenue studies involving estimates of
population and telephone growth. This
experience is really useful in my present
position as Assistant Manager.
"I supervise the personnel who handle
customer contacts. And I assist in the
handling of our public relations work in
the community. In the Manager's absence, I take over.
"It's a great job, full of opportunities
and satisfaction. I like working with
people, and I like to see my work contributing to the betterment of the community and the company. Choosing a
career in the telephone business was the
best move I've ever made."

Frank Hoffman chose a career with The Chesapeake
_ Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia. Intereating career opportunities exist in other Bell Telephone Companies, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has more information about them.
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TWO MORE FOR THE TIGERS!

Tigers Invade North Carolina
For Replays With Duke, U.N.C

s

Furman Date Changed;
Play Deacons, State
By JERRY AUSBAND
Clemson's Tigers invade the land of Tar Heelia this
weekend to meet two of the giants of the nation, North
Carolina and Duke, before returning home on WednesBy JERRY AUSBAND
day night for their final home game of the semester. The
Why sports fans of the college and the adjoining coun- game with Furman was moved from its original Friday
ties jam the Clemson field house on home basketball night time to Wednesday in order to inable Tiger fans and
nights when the Tigers have only won two games is a basketball players to have time to study for exams.
widely discussed question in sections where such conThe Tigers start off the new
AFTER TAKING their first
tests are played? We can devise a simple but entirely semester again invading the for- Duke, coached by Hal Bradley, game of the season from highly,
bidden land of the Big Four to holds a season's record which touted North Carolina State in
factual answer.
The basketeers have provided fans with the most thrill- fake on Wake Forest and North includes only one loss, that to overtime, 96-94, the Tiger basWest Virginia. The Blue Devils
ing athletic contests ever witnessed at Clemson. We in- Carolina State, on the first and
keteers traveled to THE CITAsecond of February respectively. took revenge on tfie 'MounDEL. Here they were dropped by
clude the great Tiger football games in this summation.
When the Tigers begin their taineers in the Dixie Classic.
an inspired quintet of cadets,
Students, who are not in the minority but are not the new season, they will be withClemson's first game of the
71-66. Vince Yokel, junior foronly ones present for these memorable games, have seen out the services of Bill Yarseason with Duke proved their
borough, a six foot guard and
but three games this year so far—Duke, North Carolina a four year man, who was de. power as they pulled from a ward from Jersey City, New
State, and Maryland, all members of king basketball, in- clared eligible only for the half time deficit to upend the Jersey, came out as high man
31 points. He was followcorporated. No one has gone away feeling the remorse of first semester. Yarborough Tigers 84-78 though the Tigers with
ed by Tom Cameron, a high
holds 20 Tiger all time records
never
stopped
trying.
a poor showing by either team. Rather, everyone has gone and has steadily added to
school teammate, with 15 countBradley's only lettermen were ers.
away filled with the ambition to hurry back to the next them during the season. He
does Vince Yockel, Tiger forward (31). MaryRated as the dark horse in the Ed Brinkley, Tiger forward (34) leaps from unnow holds a 12.7 per game Jim Newcome and Paul Schmidt
game.
der the backboard to dump in three points in a land won the game 59-52 after coming from a
Carrousel
Classic,
the
Bengals
average.
at forward, and Bucky Allen and
_
losing cause against Maryland Terrapins. Bob six point deficit at the half.
True, Clemson has won but one home game—but what
Clemson's Men of Calhoun Bobby Joe Harris at guards. just could not seem to get going, O'Brien, Maryland forward (35) watches as
as
they
dropped
two
of
their
a game that was! The other two games saw Clemson fall own a 2-8 record for the sea- From these, Bradley built a
three games.
behind in the closing minutes to lose to Duke (only one son, holding wins over North fine team.
In the initial contest with AuBucky Allen leads the Dukes burn, the Plainsmen rolled up
defeat in many starts) and also saw a defensive, ball con- Carolina State and Davidson.
Final game of the semester with a 19.7 average, followed by
an 89-64 victory, despite the eftrol Maryland eke out a 59-52 win in the closing minutes. comes off on Wednesday night
Newcome with 15.7, Hayes ClemWhat has moved the Tigers to such great feats of ex- against old rival Furman. Last ent with a 12, and Bob Vernon forts of 13, 12 and 11 by Camto play in the Gator Bowl, he team down to Jacksonville, Fla.,
By Billl Crosson
eron, Yokel, and Yeary, respecTHERE ARE many things was accosted by a deputy sheriff until I saw him spell Clemson,
citement? A new coach and a great one, a renewed Clem- year, the Tigers took one of two and Bobby Joe Harris with tivtly.
from the Paladins on the Purson Spirit, and the knowledge that they could win a ples home court in Textile Hall 10.7's.
Davidson was next pitted which go into the making up of at some obscure Georgia cross- 'CLIMPSON', and then I knew
Wake Forest, winner of the against the Men of Maravich and a basketball club. One of the roads, and learned from this par- I was nailed for forty bucks."
112-99. In a return bout on the Charlotte Carousel Tournament,
game.
AND HE WAS.
were overwhelmed by a rejue. most important is certainly the ticular individual that he was
A salute of extreme gratitude should go to the Tigers, Clemson court, the Paladins led is coached by Murray Gleason venated ball club. Again per- coach. Head man Press Mara- speeding.
Vince Yokel, in turning to the
by Darrell Floyd took a 91-80 and holds a 6-2 record.
Not to be flustered by this sud- players, is one of the two boys
their coach, and to the students who have finally curbed decision in a wild game.
forming as lead man, Yokel pop- vich, as a seasoned player, coach,
ped in 22 for the winning cause, and author, realizes the perplex- den and inopportune interrup- from Jersey City, New Jersey/
their sadistic tendencies and used their energy for cheerThe Paladins began their
followed by a tie between Yar- ities that surround the molding tion, Maravich calmly stated, "I and is currently leading thej
ing. A vote should also be given to the cheerleaders and basketball with several losses
borough and Cameron, who each of a winning team. He knew am in a hurry to get my team to scoring parade for the Tigers.
and looked to be without the
to the band whose absence at the Maryland game was scoring punch of the last sevaccounted for 18 points. The before coming here from Penn- the Gator Bowl to play in the "Yok", in addition to having al
sylvania of Everett Case's record tournament there." He then 19.0 point average for the ten!
final score was 75-67.
sorely felt.
eral years. However, the Pa.
at North Carolina State, of the proceeded to elaborate greatly games played, has been top man!
THIS
VICTORY
placed
the
ladins
have
won
their
last
Another great game is on tap next Friday night at the
Tigers in a position to cop the Lennie Rosenbluth-led Tarheels, on Clemson and the Tiger team, for six contests thus far. Thej
three straight, although losing
field house when rival Furman pits a so-so team against the Southern Conference lead
runner-up spot in their follow- and of the fast company in the figuring that with enough said "Basketball Record", a weekly|
ing encounter . Muhlenburg, Atlantic Coast Conference.
on the subject would "put it nation-wide publication, devoted
a team which may wind up as the most- improved team to West Virginia last week.
All of these things were taken over." Later he said, "I thought to the covering of all the college
however, dashed these hopes as
Furman had only four returnin the nation for the second year in a row.
they went all the way in a into consideration when Frank I had it made with than angle and pro teams, featured Yoke|
ing lettermen at' the beginning
HOW ABOUT GRANTS-IN-AID?
loosely-played game to win, 38- Howard gave Maravich the job.
(Continued on Page 5)
Recently while driving his
of the year. Bill Hanks, 6-8
.65. In the scoring column, Vince However, Maravich was not
The Atlantic Coast Conference, plagued by the thought senior, Jimmie Herring, a 6-5
Yokel once again took honors warned of things "south of the
of suspensions to its schools from the NCAA, was almost senior, Bob Gaines, a 6-1 senior, |
with 18 tallies.
border"—namely, the State of
and Dick Wright, a 5-11 sophosplit wide apart on the question of grants-in-aid which more who was perhaps the star
(Continued on Page 5)
Georgia.
Hart Schaffner & Marx - —- Embassy Row it had kept tabled for three years. The Universities of of last year's team with the exVan Heusen Shirts - - Freeman Shoes - - Compliments
South Carolina, Maryland, and Virginia sided against the ception of All-American Floyd,
all return to form the backbone
Stetson and Lee Hats
formidable front of Clemson, Duke, North Carolina, Wake of the Purple Paladins. To these,
Forest, and N. C. State in an effort to make the con- Byron Pinson, Steve Ross, and
DICK WRIGHT
Larry Bass add the remaining
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
ference drop any hint of a grants-in-aid program.
Furman Guard
strength to the attack.
Main At Earle
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.
These three schools were almost successful, for they
Returning lettermen include
North' Carolina's Big Four,
controlled more than the one-third majority of the con- who have for years dominated Wendell Carr, Joe Stepusin, Jack
vention held in Greensboro last month. A 6-2 vote is re- the American basketball scene, Williams, Jim Gilley, Jackie
are not failing to do so again Murdock, Bill Tucker and Ernie
quired in the convention to pass any measure. The vote this
year. North Carolina and Wiggins.
was never taken, for before the final meeting went into Duke are both ranked in the
Murdock is currently leading
What young people ore doing at General Electric
session, the three schools had formed their own ideas top ten in the nation according the Deacon attack with a 16.0
average although closely followto
Associated
Press.
Wake
Forest
about the program and made their opposition known to is still very high in the nation, ed by Williams with 15.2 and
the other members. A vote would have been useless.
although North Carolina State Wiggins with 13.6. .
Troubled by the loss of RonWhat Clemson, who has led the way in the conference has fallen decidedly behind in
nie Shavlik and Vic Modolet,
ranking.
throughout its history, wanted the conference to adopt
last year's sparks of the WolfThe Tar Heels of TJNC boast
was simply a code of ethics by which the high school
pack attack, North Carolina
of an 11-0 record which puts
State has found it hard to keep
them second in the national
senior might have at least some peace when several
up
with the rest of the ACC
ranking.
Led
by
big
forward
conference teams want him to come to their schools.
this year.
Lennie Rosenbluth with a 26.5
Only three schools objected, although the only arguJohn Maglio, Bob Seitz, and
average, the Tars beat Clemson
ments were voiced by the University of South Caroin the Charlotte Colesium in Bucky Waters have done fine
jobs at their respective position,
in their last outing, 94-75.
lina's athletic director, Rex Enright.
Winning their first Dixie Clas- but they were not capable of
Enright said that USC could not consider the plan sic championship, the Tar Heels carrying the Staters to the Dixie
feasible for the state school, and that he did not think that had six returning lettermen at Classic Championship which they
A new x-ray inspection system which intensithe plan would be fair to either the boy or the university. the beginnig of the season. Len- had had held for six of the
nie Rosenbluth, Pete Brennan, seven years it has been held.
fies an x-ray image more than 10,000 times in
He said that Carolina wanted the boy to visit them and Joe Quigg, Tony Radovich, and
The Tigers won their second
brightness and transmits it to a conventional
take his time deciding where he wants to go.
Bob Cunningham all earned let- ACC victory in the conferences
history
over
the
'Pack
in
their
ters
for
the
Tars
last
year.
TV
screen has been developed recently by
According to Enright, his objections were mainly to
Brennan, who is second in first meeting of the year 96-94 in
General
Electric. When perfected, it may enthe time element involed in such plans in other confer- scoring with a 15.3 average, leads an overtime.
able
medical
specialists to perform "long-disences and in perhaps one or two of the six plans presented the team in rebounds with 108
Experience
is
a
dead
loss
if
in
11
games.
Tommy
Keams
is
tance"
diagnosis
on patients in remote areas.
to the convention. After the three schools had taken
you cannot sell it for more than
third
in
scoring
with
a
10.7
One
of
the
principal
men who developed x-ray
their stand, the other schools in the conference joined to- average.
it cost you.
television — called TVX for short — is Dr. John
gether without sanction of the conference in a grant-inE. Jacobs, Manager of the Advanced Developaid program and letters of intent contract.
ment Laboratory of General Electric's X-Ray
In the plan adopted by the five schools there is no
IT'S FOR REAL!
by Chester Field
Department in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
signing date set, and there is no minimum to the number one school can sign. This perhaps the only real proJacobs' Work Is Important, Responsible
gress of which the ACC can boast, and this is not even
As an electronics specialist, Dr. Jacobs' work
sponsored by the ACC officials due to the solid front
in the past has been devoted to the study of
presented by Carolina, Maryland, and Virginia.
photoconductors—substances whose properties
The purpose of the plan is merely to help the high
change under the influence of radiation — and
school senior who wants to play a sport but is confronted
the use of x-ray in industrial inspection. This
with so many offers after he has signed one letter of inin turn led to his development of the x-raytent that he becomes confused. With the program in
sensitive camera tube used in TVX.
action, a boy who signs a letter of intent with one school
PENNY WISE*
His present administrative duties with the
cannot be approached by the officials of another school
POUND FOOLISH
Advanced Development Lab allow him more
after his letter has been registered with the commissioner
time for teaching others what he has learned.
of the conference and proper notice has been sent to each
Tm sad to say," said Tootsie Brown,
He now teaches the second-year graduate course
"The weight I gain just gets me down,
school participating. Where the letter will be registered
at Northwestern in vacuum-tube networks, and
is not yet known, for the commissioner cannot participate Each bite, each drop of this or that,
has recently been named McKay Visiting ProImmediately turns to fat.
because three schools blocked the issue.
Some girls, I note, can eat and eat
fessor for 1957 by the University of California
We cannot understand why these three schools buckAnd yet they still look trim and neat.
at Berkeley, where he will give a two-week
ed the program. It.would do more good for the conTo aggravate the situation
series of lectures on photoconduction.
I much dislike my fat's location.
ference than any issue yet presented, and it would
I wouldn't so much want to change me,
27,000 College Graduates at General Electric
create a sense of good feeling among the schools. Now,
If only I could rearrange me."
only five schools can hope to preserve their good names
Since his youth, when he was a licensed radio
MORALt Rearrange your smoking
should some recruiting miscue is aired. Carolina, Mary"ham," John Jacobs has been devoted to the
ideas and find what contentment
land, and Virginia can still resort to poor ethics should
study of electricity and electronics. Like each
means. Get real pleasure, real
such a situation come up, while the other five schools
of our 27,000 college graduates, he is being
satisfaction, with Chesterfield—the
can always look to their agreement with pride.
cigarette that's packed more
given the chance to grow and realize his full

Bengal Cagers
Clawed During
Holiday Games

i

Coach, Players, Spirit

ANDERSONS FINEST

PETE'S NO. 5

Young engineer
pioneers new ways
to use x-ray

(Continued on Page 6)

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA

smoothly by Accu»Ray for the
smoothest-tasting smoke today!
Smoke for r»ol... amok* ChestorftoM
'$50goet to ANN BLACKMAR. BoatingGreen
State University for her Chester Field poem.
O £lr*«tt * Mjmt Tobneo Go.

potential. For General Electric has long believed this: when fresh young minds are given
the freedom to develop, everybody benefits —
the individual, the Company, and the country.
Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York
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"... THAT'S THE FATE OF QUARTERBACK! NG" — BUSSEY

Sour Grapes
Ed. Note—The following letter was printed in Red
Canup's column in the Anderson Independent on the
\ day Clemson closed for Christmas vacation. Considering
the fact that many of the students were unable to read
his column, we hereby reprint that letter.)
"Dear Red:
"I do not like Clemson College. This year I have pulled
for Presbyterian College, Florida, North Carolina State,
South Carolina, VPI, Maryland, Miami, Virginia, Furman, and the Hartwell Dam in that order. I still have
hope for the latter.
"I do not think my dislike for Clemson disqualifies me
from expressing an opinion on Clemson, if for no other
reason than to see the other side of the story in print. By
reading some of the upper-state newspapers, one might
gather that the Tigers are the most potent and overwhelming football team this side of the Chicago Bears.
We who have seen them play extensively know that they
are the poorest team entered in a bowl game New Year's
day.
"Why I say this? Well, look at Clemson's final game.
The Tigers beat Furman in what I believe most papers
referred to as 'convincing' fashion. It was convincing
only in that it convinced me that any team in the universe
can win a game on its home field with the incentive of a
bowl bid, a tremendous manpower advantage and an opponent that has won only two games and uses four freshmen in its starting lineup. Additionally, the Tigers got
every conceivable break in that game. Still they couldn't
run up an impressive score against a small, inexperienced
team like Furman.
*
"As for being ACC champion, Clemson is a cheese
champ of the limburger variety. They didn't play Duke
(because Duke chickened out and scheduled little Georgia Tech, the Greenville News sports editor says) and
they (here something happened to the linotype and a
line was reprinted)
lina. They didn't beat anybody
worth speaking of except South Carolina and that was
a fluke.
"I would like to volunteer the first fifty dollars of a
proposed fund to make sure the Tigers- keep going South
after they reach Miami.
"I just do not like Clemson.
"Jerry C. Davis
"Greenville, S. C."

FIRST IN A SERIES

Georgia Tech
By MR. FRANK ALLCORN
(Ed. Note—This is the first in a long series of reports
on ticket distribution in the nation's institutions of higher learning. This survey is designed to point out both
the good and bad points of their systems, to perhaps sug[ gest ways of improving our own ticket distribution, and
to point out that Clemson is not the only school with
ticket difficulties, although other schools on the whole
seem to have worked out their systems to a much better
lend.)
"All of us have problems with
udent ticket distribution, and
e do not feel able to give you
nstructive criticism of your
esent method, because we have
ot actually seen it in operation,
lso, we cannot help but feel
at everyone has individual
roblems to some extent.
"Therefore, since you seem to
e gathering ideas to be adapted
o your method, we would like
o contribute our method which
ven yet is subject to refinement,
ut is one that is working for us.
"At registration time, of the
normal school year, in September, our students pay an
activity fee, three dollars of
which goes to our Athletic Department. This same three
A dollars repeats each quarter.
"At the same time, the student has a picture made for his
Athletic I. D. card, at the Athletic Association expense, and
gets a receipt for that card. Approximately a week later, these
'"cards are claimed. The picture
on one side must match the signature on the reverse of the I. D.
card. There are no exceptions.
Seniors and graduate students
have a card of one color, undergraduates, another. For football at home we issue reserved

trout*

seats to seniors and graduate
card holders, good only with I.
D. All other students are admitted by I. D. card only.
"For out of town games, students are allowed to buy tickets
to be picked up at the out of
town stadium during a period
before the game stated on the
ticket.
The ticket is prepaid
and there is no refund. A copy
of the form used at the University of Georgia game is enclosed.
"Violations of the use of the
Athletic I. D. can subject a
student to penalties ranging
from one offense to being
dropped from school. (Three
offenses over ■ a four period
subject a student to dismissal.)
In this area, I'm afraid you are
having most of your troubles.
There unfortunately seems to
be a bad apple in every crate
no matter how good the rest
of the apples may be.

The cheerleaders want to congratulate the team and all the
students on the fine spirit shown
at the Orange Bowl game. We
would like to thank again Sgt.
Bridgewater, Major Bob Davis,
and the M. S. department for use
of the Public Address System.
The crowd behavior was excellent at -the recent basketball
games. It showed a marked improvement and didn't dampen
the spirit any. We can still
come out on top in sportsmanship in the conference this year.
We would like to thank the
band for coming out to all the
games. We'll be expecting to
see them at the rest of tht
games this season.
\
r

We want to see all the students out for the game against

By TOM ANDERSON, HI
The sun-burned faces of Clemson fans filing out of Miami's
colossal Orange Bowl Stadium
on New Year's Day revealed a
proud, yet defeated, appearance.
Yes, their pride in losing was
not without reason, for they had
witnessed perhaps the most'
startling, most gallant, most terrific, and most shame-saving
comeback in bowl annals.
They had witnessed an incredible Tiger rally, one that had
fiercely brought the boys from
the South Carolina foothills from
a 20 point halftime deficit to a
one point advantage early in
the final quarter. Then gloom
erased their delirious joy as they
saw a Bayuk-led band of Buffaloes again regain the front seat.
After a final, desperate, vain
threat minutes thereafter, only
the stately pride, a warm inner
glow, remained.
The Tigers were conquered,
but Coach Dal Ward's well-prepared Coloradans knew only too
well that they had encountered
a great football team whose
members obviously ar- unaware
of the definition of the word—
"quit". Ward, the genial, welldressed Buff mentor seemingly
hit the nail on the head following the unforgettable fracas
when he spoke thusly from un.
der his chic, wide-brimmed,
Western-styled Stetson — "We
were lucky, mighty lucky.'' He
commented further concerning
Clemson's fortitude—"I've seen
a lot of football in my time, but
I've never seen a comeback to
equal their's out on that Orange
Bowl field."
The controversial second onside kick brought much criticism
and many observers credited the
Colorado victory to this move.
These arm-chair quarterbacks

The Tiger frosh basketball
team enters into a long and hard
schedule for the remainder of
this semester and the next semester when they meet' Asheville-Biltmore Junior College on
January 11 in the field house at.
Clemson.
Winning their first three games
over Western Carolina, Spartanburg Junior, and Wofford, the
Cubs were tripped by Fort Jackson just before Christmas holidays.
On January 12, the Cubs entertain Georgia Tech before going to Spartanburg Junior for a
January 15 game. The Little
Tigers will be back on home
courts on the 16th against Fur
man preceding the varsity game.
Games immediately scheduled
for the first of the semester are
Georgia Tech and Greenville
High, both on the road.

semi-tropical sun, now partially
concealed behind the gargantuan
arena. Moments later, the tremendous, stampeding Buffaloes
proved that they hadn't traveled
2,000 miles in vail, as the game
that' will be replayed time and
again slipped into history—a 27.
21 win for Colorado's Golden
Buffaloes over Clemson's neversay-die Bengal Cats, left with
the consolation of defeated champions who certainly credited
themselves, Clemson College, and
the state of South Carolina as
able participants in this, the
grandest, most' glorious, most
memorable Orange Bowl Classic
ever staged.

SIDE-LIGHTS AND QUOTES
Clemson remains the top ACC
bowl competitor with a 3-2 record.
Joel Wells certainly proved
his worth—thrilling the 72,500
shirtsleeved fans with a 58-yard
jaunt in the third quarter. This
excursion ranks as the second
longest in OB history, behind
Ned Peters' (Ole Miss) 67-yard
run.
Wells' comment concerning the
first half, ". . . .we wanted to
hide." (You guys weren't the
only ones.)
Bussey on his last pass—"If
the pass had been completed
for a score, I would have been

AND ALL FOR NAUGHT!

Charlie Home (21) looks towards Colorado's
Les Lotz (80) as Clemson's end Willie Smith
(84) blocks out Bob Stransky (20) as he makes
31 yards in the opening quarter of the Orange
Bowl. However, a clipping penalty against

Clemson brought the ball back to the Clem34 and the run was nullified. Stransky later
intercepted a pass to prevent a Clemson score
in the final minutes. TIGER photo by Brogden
Nichols.

Team Members Receive Awards
For Outstanding Playing Of Season

Clemson's Country Gentlemen who have just begun to
settle down once again after an exciting trip and football
game in Miami once again find themselves very much in
the Southern and National spotlight with the final accumulation of honors having come in.
AIl-American honors came
the Tigers' way bountifully as
Joel Wells, Charlie Bussey,
Dick Marazza, and Billy Hudson each made the ratings by
various organizations.

Wells was named to the th;~d
teams of both the NEA and Williamson AH-American and was
ar honorable mention on the AP's
release. Bussey, team captain
and quarterback, was an hono
orable mention on the Associated
Press' team.
Marazza made both the honorable mention lists of NEA and
AP, while Hudson made the list's
of AP and Williamson.
Hudson was a third round
draft choice of the Chicago Cardinals, while Wells was a second
round choice of the Green Bay
Packers. A release from Canada
has said that both would play
{Continued- from Page 4)
for the Montreal team rather
Jacksonville, Florida was the
than take their draft choices.
scene of the Gator Bowl in
For All-Conference honors,
which three teams participated
Wells made the first teams of
in addition to the Tigers. Genr- of all the major lists including
gia, who took the tourney, was AP, UP, and Atlantic Coast
followed by South Carolina, and Sports Writers Association.
Florida in second and third place, Bussey made the first team
of the AP and the second team
respectively.
of the ACSWA. Marazza made
Initiating play, the Bengals the second and third teams
suffered an 84-76 defeat at the of the ACSWA and UP rehands of the University of Geo- spectively.

Gridjan as part of his line.
Other players to make UP's
lists were Bussey on third team,
Marazza on second team ,Rivers
on third team, Rudy Hayes on
second team, Willie Smith on
third team, Dick DeSimone on
lists of Associated Press.
honorable mention, Donnie BunWells, who reaped a major- ton on honorable mention, and
only unanimous choice for the Jim Coleman on honorable menity of the honors, was the tion.
Bussey, a straight "B" stuAll-State team as picked by
dent, made the third team of
United Press. As captain of
the Associated Press' All.
the mythical team, he had
Earle Greene, Hudson, and
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued from Page 4)
as one of the outstanding playtw
in the A. C. C.

a hero. I guess that's the fate
of quarterbacking."
The Jolter's 125 yards in f8
attempts boosted him above the
2,000 yard mark. He's the eighth
Tig to attain that feat.
Many of the thousands of
Northerners holiday vacationing
in this winter paradise demonstrated no interest whatsoever
in the OB, but were attracted
by the unusual dialect of the
hordes of Rebels who invaded
this beautiful city. Most popular question—"Where is Clemson?"
One of Colorado's supporters
termed the victory "the biggest
performance made his morbid
for the school in recent years."
"The Beast" B'ayuk's sterling
nickname seemed tame.
A miracle also occurred—Warren Giese (Carolina head coach)
was seen cheering lustily following Clemson's third tally.
Of course, Frank Howard was
there—full of quips and jokes—
Here's one of the many—"My
first half was coached by Peahead Walker and Jim Tatum. It
got so bad I had to take over" . . .
And two more by the Baron
from Barlow Bend that provide
a fitting end to this column.
A Dret'ty young miss took the
coach by the arm at the ta-ty
after the game. "As far as I'm
concerned," she said, "you won."
"Lady," drawled Howard, "I'm
glad you feel that way—but I'm
afraid the scoreboard don't agree
with you."
This one's the correct finish . .
A youthful reporter approached the rotund Howard and in
quired, "Do you think you could
beat them if you played them
again?" "I ain't gonna answer
that question, son," said Howard,
"Cuz' we ain't gonna play them
again. It's all over."

Three more of the starting five
have averages above ten points
per game. Bill Yarborough, a
senior from Walhalla, has thre*
more games of eligibility in his
illustrious career, and will leave
holding approximately 20 school
scoring records. He is now
averaging 12.7 for each contest.
Tom Cameron and Gene Seay
are close behind with 11.7 and
10.5, respectively. Rounding out
the top five is Ed Brinkly, who
is hanging in there tough with
his 9.3 average.
SHOWING THE Tiger fans,
opposition, and anyone who happens to be there, a tremendous
floor game, has been Dickie
Yeary. The Nicholsville Nugget,
in addition to proving to be the
epidimy in ball handling, even
out-rebounded 6-11 Bob Seitz in
a crucial time during the North
Carolina State game.
Turning up well in reserve
strength have been Doug Heffman, with a .478 for field goal
attempts, and Eddie Moncrief,
with a .400 in the same category.
A newcomer, Red Lander, did
a creditable job in the Maryland
game, and is expected to look
good in the future.
Getting married seems to be
the right in line for the team.
The latest man has been Eddie
Moncrief, who wed the former
Lucy Joiner from his home town'
of Moultrie, Georgia, last Saturday night. He joins three of his
teammates in this aspect, Red
Landers, Carl Reamer, and Bill
Yarborough.
Furman's Purple Paladins are
the next club the Bengals face,
where the lads will be trying to
get back in the win column at
the Greenvillians' expense.

Your temper is the only thing AWFUL TRUTH
"He made the most popular
that doesn't get better with use.
after - dinner speech I ever
If you would avoid suspicion, heard."
"What did he say?"
do not lace your shoes in a
"I'll take the check."
watermellon patch.

Visit Us For The Best Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S
9:30 A. M. Til Mid-Night

^jwr

BENGAL

7M

CHEERLEADERS

ANDERSON, S. C.
FARM IMPLEMENTS
SPORTING GOODS
Serving This Section Since 1895

are probably correct in their
opinion, but had this call turned out similar to the first "shortkick", nothing but praise would
have been offered, 'twas just a
gamble, a chance to really insure victory, but it backfired.
Then, Charlie Bussey's pass in
the waning minutes—a perfect
call—contrary to the belief of
many followers. Slender Charlie simply threw short, and into
the arms of Bob Stransky. Stransky, the longlegged, swift, blond
Buffalo
halfback,
galloping
across the flat, deftly plucking
the oval from the air—this caused the Tigers' final effort toward
triumph to sink with the torrid,

Frosh Baskefballers Tiger
^■iler Hard Schedule

"Best of luck to you on your
coming Orange Bowl contest. If
we can be of additional help, gia, even though leading the
please write.
Bulldogs at half time.
"Yours very truly,
Trying for the consolation
"Frank Allcorn, Assistant
prize, the Tigertowners found
Business Manager"
the Floridians too tough. They
dropped their seventh game of
the season, 105-71, trailing the
entire time, neglecting the tallying of one forward Vince
Yokel, who rallied for 26 count•$•
ers.
LAST FRIDAY night, the Big
Red from Maryland invaded
Tigerland. In one of the lowestscoring frays seen in a long
time, the Terapins managed to
overcome a six point lead in a
fourth period burst of power
to see their way clear to a 59
52 triumph.
To date, even though four of
Furman Friday nite Jan. 18.
the five starters are averaging
We hope the spirit shown by
in the two-column figures in
the students will be improved
scoring, led by Yokel's 19.0, the
over the last game.
Bengal courtmen have won only
As this is the last article this two of their ten games. Of these
year, we want to say we've en- ten contests, four have been lost
joyed cheering with you this in the second half.
season. Orchids to Jimmy Jones
and John Duffie for the splendid
work they've done on the squad
these past three years. We'll all
really miss them next year.
Its been great! See you at the
basketball games.
Soon after the beginning of
the 2nd Semester trials will be
held for the vacancies on the
Varsity Squad. Announcements
will be made in the dining hall
as to the time and place of the
tryouts. We urge all male students that are interested to
come out.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

COACH

Tigers Lost The Game, But Saved Pride

CLEMSON

SP£Af(

PageS

Pre-lnventory

John Gridj an vaulted into the
first team of the AP and the second team of the ACSWA. Dalton
Rivers made the second team
of the ALL-ACC by ACSWA and
honorable mention of AP. Hudson made the honorable mention

WHAT IS A JOSTIED POEM

LIGHTING A LUCKY? You might rub two sticks togethe:
—but it'll take you hours to see the light. You migh
use ten-dollar bills—if you've got money to burn. Or you
might insist on matches—in which case you'll be a
Lighter Slighter! Any way you light it, a Lucky tastes out
of this world. It's all cigarette ... nothing but fine, mild,
good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even
better. Try a Lucky right now. You'll say it's the besttasting cigarette you ever smoked!

0h I8|§f

P

JOHN COLLINS

Jarred Bard

ST. PETERS COLlEGt

WHAT ARE DANCING ERRORS!
DON'T JUST STAND THERE...

STICKLE! MAKE $25

Clemson Theatre

Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have
the same number of syllables.
(No drawings, please!) We'll
shell out $25 for all we use—
and for hundreds that never
see print. So send stacks of
'em with your name, address,
college and class to HappyJoe-Lucky, Box 67 A, Mount
Vernon, N. Y.

<The Country Gentlemen's The»tre)

Clemson. South Carolina

Phone 6011

TED 81XLER.

Waltz Faults

FLORIDA STATE

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
WHAT IS A NORSEMAN WHO
MISSED THE BOAT!

•* ROBERT KEITH • GRANT WILLIAMS

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

MON. - TUES.
COLUMBIA PlCTURf S
presents

THE SOLID GOLD
*CADILLAC

BOD CUDDIHEE..

Hiking Viking

Luckies
Taste Better

"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER ... . CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHEf

ST. LOUIS U.

WHAT IS A CRAZY KILTt

WHAT IS WIND FROM A
RAGWEED PATCH?

WHAT IS A NEW ENGLAND
IOVER BOY?
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j
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Clearance

WHAT IS A MAN WHO
STEALS GLASSWARE!
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HAROLD F1SCHBECK.

Sneeze Breeze

U. OF COLORADO

• A.T. Co.
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,Mad Plaid

RUDOLPH KAGEftCft.',

JIM MAYNARD.

PURDUE

IOWA STATE COLLEGE

Pitcher Snitcher

Maine Swaia
TONI R08B.
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Thursday, January 10, 1957

Differential Equations Class
Is Given Demonstration
On Monday, Dec. 10, thirty members of a mathematics
class (Differential Equations) were given a demonstration
of the computer in action and an explanation of the mathematical operations performed by it.

Phi Psi, the honorary fraternity of the textile
school, recently initiated fourteen new members. Pictured from Left to Right, are: (first
row) B. M. Kimmell, W. A. Rush, T. H. Thurston, D. E. Norris; (Second row) B. B. Pratt,

R. K. Hall, W. R. Lewis, J. P. Campbell; (Third
row) W. H. Dill, W. L. Reed, R. G. Revis, O.
D. Martin; (Fourth row) D. H. Louge, D. S.
Bratkosky.

Vets Deferred
Payment Plan
Is Available

The program was one of
spring-mass damped vibratory
motion, the solution being obtained by means of a second
order differential equation. The
actual physical motion was
shown by a mechanical apparatus. The analog of the motion
was set up on the computer
which analyzed the motion and
presented the vibrations on a
cathode-ray scope.
Mr. Campbell Martin, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, was in charge of the
demonstration.
The group was .quite interested in the direct application of
their class - room mathematics
and the "electronic brain's"
method of solution. Perhaps of
more importance, however, than
the immediate value to the observers is fact that the mutual
benefits of inter-department activities in related instructional
matters holds tremendous potential.
On Wednesday, Decemmer 5,
Mr. Jim Long, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering,
gave a similar demonstration to
the Clemson Naval Research Reserve Company.

Summer Placement More English and
Quizzes Needed
Directory Prepared For All Courses
DETROIT, Mich. — (I. P.) — "South Carolina
The policy of the United States As Aid To Students
Three policies which Fr. LauGovernment since World War II
has been to encourage qualified
veterans to further their education. In view of the statutory
arrangements made under Public Law 550 for educational benefits, Clemson College has arranged a special payment plan rf
tuition and fees for qualified
veterans. Living expenses are
due in full on the dates shown on
the schedule of payments.
An applicant, in order to be
considered eligible for this plan,
must (1) be enrolled as an academic sophomore or above, (2)
have a cumulative grade point
ratio of not less than 1.7, (3) be
able to show evidence of financial need and (4) be a participating veteran under Public Law
550.
If a deferred payment is approved, the student must pay at
least one-half of the semester's
tuition and fees prior to beginning class registration. The
balance due will be secured by
a promissory note payable to the
Bursar on or before April 1, 1957
Any student failing to comply
with this regulation will be required to withdraw from all
classes.
Qualified veterans, who find it
necessary to request a deferred
payment as indicated above,
must apply to the Director of
Student Aid and Placement before reporting to the Bursar for
payment of tuition and fees for
the second semester.

The Advancement and Placement Institute announces publication of The World-Wide Summer Placement Directory. This
has been prepared as an aid to
educators and students who wish
new ideas for ways to earn while
they vacation.
The Directory gives descriptions of the type of work available with names and addresses
of employers regularly needing
additional summer employees.
Included are /summer theaters,
dude ranches, travel tour agencies abroad, work camps, study
awards all over the world, national parks, summer camps and
resorts, and many others.
Additional information can be
secured from The Institute at
Box 99B, Greenpoint Station,
Brooklyn 22, New York.

rance Britt, S. J., new Arts and
Science Dean at the University
of Detroit, would like to see developed here are: a greater emphasis on English, more frequent
exams, and greater restrictions
on class changes.
"English is everybody's business," he said. "Not only in
English classes, but in all courses.
Both students and teachers
should work towards greater
competence and proper expression at all times."
Regarding the frequency of
exams, he said, "More tests
would not only help the students
gain greater motivation for concentration and effort, but would
also forms a fairer basis for
marking. Whether we like it
or not, marks are important and
higher grades should be an aim
for students."
While no changes have been
made as yet regarding the students' privilege to switch sub-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler
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morning. Students are left to right, Don Clarke,
Hartsville; George Jenkins, Conway; Bill Linton, Columbia; Preston Stokes, Charleston; Jim
Brunson, Rock Hill. Photo by McGraiL

Soil Conservation Proposed Meeting Schedule Is
By Director's Office
Meeting Highlighted Released
The Office of the Director of the Student Center has issued a,
schedule of Proposed Meeting Times for campus organizations,
in an effort to coordinate the meetings and prevent excessive C
By Tour Of Campus overlapping
and misuse of students' time. Copies of this sche-
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A tour of the Clemson College
campus Wednesday will highlight the ladies' program of the
16th annual meeting of the South
Carolina Association of Soil
Conservation District Supervisors here.
The convention, held at the
Clemson House, began Tuesday
and ends Thursday.
The ladies' tour, conducted by
David J. Watson, superintendent
of buildings and grounds, will
include the college dining hall
in the new student dormitory
quadrangle, other new buildings,
the Calhoun Mansion and museum, gardens and grounds. A
lecture, with picture illustrations,
will be given by Professor F.
W. Thode, Clemson horticulturist.
Convention entertainment 'will
feature an appearance by Miss
Phyllis Odell of Laurens, Clemson coed-acrobat and the school's
first drum majorette, Tuesday
night in the Clemson Room.
Square dancing, with calls by
Charlie Moss of Greenville, is
also on the program.

dule can be obtained in Mr. Cooper's office in the Student Center.
The general outline of the schedule is as follows:
(1) The schedule is set on a monthly basis. Extra days of tht
month may be used for emergency meetings.
(2) The schedule is made up according to the classification of
Student Organizations.
(3) Emergency meetings may be called any week day after
dinner, or during any free time such that it does not interfere
with classes or scheduled events. These meetings are to be brief
in nature, and for the discussion of timely matters such as field
trips.
(4) Organizations may have their allotted notices read over
the Public Address 'System and any other notices, if they pay
the allotted fee.
(5) Publications are not listed in this schedule as they require
many special meetings.
(6) The Hall Counselors' meetings will be held either on Monday or Tuesday afternoons at 5 o'clock.
(7) The student Assembly will hold its meetings on Wednesday
nights at 8:30 as necessary.

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from Page 4)

TIGER-BITS
From the Charleston News and Courier, we picked up
these two quips just before the holidays. From their
editorial section, we note that: "Clemson has been picked j
to play in the Orange Bowl in Miami. And if plans for |
Hartwell Dam go through, Clemson will be in a position I
to play host to visiting teams at a Water Bowl." Another
is "If the government insists on building Hartwell dam,]
flooded Clemson may have to change the name of its!
football team from the Tigers to the Sharks." No comment!
(Continued from Page 5)
American scholastic academic .... We wonder if the only way Mac Hill of the Carolina
team and the first team of Gamecock can get a column is to plagiarize the sport
the ACC academic team.
columns of the State. We noted a certain similarity
Wells, who was unable to ac- tween Sunday's State and the Bird-paper.

TIGER

cept but one invitation for an
all-star game because of the
Orange Bowl, was invited to
play in the Blue-Gray game,
North-South game, East-West
game, and Hula Bowl in Honolula. Wells, along with teammate Hudson, did play in the
Senior Bowl on defense. Had
Wells been able to accept the
East-West bid, he would have
been the first Clemson player to
accept the East-West bid, he
would have been the first Clemson player ever to play in the
bowl.

KELLER'S

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand
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Anderson, South Carolina
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Furman University Library, outgoing president.
The publication reveals 17 new
members this year, including
Miss Faye J. Mitchell, of the
Clemson library staff.
J. W. Gordon Gourlay, director of the Clemson College Library, the magazine reports, has
been elected chairman of the
college section of the SCLA. Miss
Elizabeth C. Welborn, Lander
College librarian, is vice-president and secretary.

Veteran Legislator, Walton Greever, Richland
County House member gives some advice to
Clemson Student Legislators at the State House
before the session was called to order Saturday

Sport Coats At Reduced Prices

100% Orion Sweaters

$450

The first issue of the new official publication of the South
Carolina Library Association has
been released under the editorship of J. B. Howell, Jr., assistant librarian of the Clemson College Library.
The 12-page slick-paper magazine is edited at Clemson and
printed in Greensboro, N. C, by
the Joseph Ruzicka library bookbinding company. Scheduled
eventually for quarterly publication, the "South Carolina Librarian" makes its debut as a semiannual book.
The editorial committee consists of Mrs. Louis F. Brunson,
Allendale - Hampton - Jasper
Regional Library, Allendale;
Miss Nancy Burge, University of
South Carolina, Columbia; Mrs.
Jessie Cannon, Greenville Junior
High School, Greenville; Miss
Madeleine Mosimann, Murray
Vocational School, Charleston!
and Miss Dorothy Smith, Horry
County Memorial Library, Conway. C. Merle Bachtell, of Ruzicka's, is business manager.
The initial edition features the
35th annual SCLA convention,
held Oct. 25-27 at the Clemson
House here. New officers are
pictured. They are Charles Stow,
Greenville Public Library, president; Miss Jessie Ham, University of South Carolina Library,
secretary; Mrs. Marguerite G.
Thompson, Colleton County librarian, treasurer; Miss Mosimann, vice-president, and president-elect; and Robert C. Tucker,

A fellowship for graduate
study and research in Brazil is
available to an American student
for the 1957 academic year, it
was announced today by Kenneth
Holland, President of the Institute of International Education,
1 East 67th Street, New York
City.
Closing date of the competition is January 23, 1957. The
period of the fellowship is from
March 1 to December 15, 1957.
The Uniao Cultural Brasil-Estados Unidos in Sao Paulo offers
the award to a young man graduate for study in any of the
faculties of the University of Sao
Paulo and in the Portuguese
courses of the Uniao Cultural.
The successful candidate is required to teach English a minimum of six hours a week at the
Uniao. He must have a good
knowledge of Portuguese. Especially well-qualified candidates who do not know Portuguese but who have a good
knowledge of other romance languages may be considered.
Candidates for the Brazilian
award must be U. S. citizens,
preferable under 35 years of age.
Other requirements are: (1) a
Bachelor's degree from an American college or university of recognized standing by the date of
departure; (2) demonstrated
academic ability and capacity for
independent study; (3) good
moral character, personality and
adaptability; and (4) good health.
Applications may be secured
from the Institute of International Education in New York City
or its regional offices in Chicago,
Denver, Houston, San Francisco
or Washington, D. C.

Another famous man who retained all his vigor in old age
was the Irish novelist, George A.
Moore. Asked for the secret,
Moore explained simply, "I never
touched liquor, tobacco, or girls
—until I was almost eleven
jects, he said he hoped eventual- years old."
ly to see no switching allowed.
"The ability to plan a schedule
in advance is part of the development of student responsibility. Shopping around for
classes is a waste of time and
since a school term is so short
registration should be final."

Two University Of
Ceylon Fellowships
Open To Americans
The University of Ceylon, Peradeniya, offers two fellowships
to American graduate students
for the academic year beginning
June 1957, it was announced
recently by Kenneth Holland,
President of the Institute of International Education, 1 East
67th Street, New York City.
Awards cover room, board and
tuition. Grantees should have
funds to pay their own travel
and incidental expenses.
Closing date for applications is
January 15, 1957.
The Ceylon fellowships offer
Americans an opportunity to
study a variety of subjects: sociology; the economics, geography and history of Ceylon; Pali,
the language of the early Buddhist Scriptures, and Buddhist
doctrines, history, art and architecture; Indian philosophy and
history; and Indo-Aryan linguistics. All lectures, except a
few in oriental languages, are
given in English. For field work
in the villages some knowledge
of Sinhalese or Tamil is required.
Unmarried candidates under 35
years of age are preferred. Married candidates may not bring
dependents with them. Other
eligibility requirements are:
United States citizenship; good
academic record (and good professional record if the applicant
is not a recent graduate); good
moral character, personality and
adaptability; broad knowledge of
the culture of the U. S.; and
good health.

Librarian" Makes
Publication Debut

Latin-American
Fellowship Is
Now Available

LC MARTIN DRUG CO
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has the answer on flavor !
No guesswork here! Your first puff will tell you, this filter
cigarette tastes like a cigarette! There's rich, full flavor here.
And a pure, snowy-white filter that does its job so well the
flavor really comes through to you. That's why Winston
is America's favorite filter smoke. Make it yours!

Smoke WINSTON ...enjoy the snow-white /filter in the cork-smooth tip!
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